Memory retrieval is an active process that can alter the content and accessibility of stored memories. Of potential relevance for educational practice are findings that memory retrieval fosters better retention than mere studying. This so-called testing effect has been demonstrated for different materials and populations, but there is limited consensus on the neurocognitive mechanisms involved. In this review, we relate cognitive accounts of the testing effect to findings from recent brain-imaging studies to identify neurocognitive factors that could explain the testing effect. Results indicate that testing facilitates later performance through several processes, including effects on semantic memory representations, the selective strengthening of relevant associations and inhibition of irrelevant associations, as well as potentiation of subsequent learning.
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Memory retrieval as an active process: the testing effect
Memory is typically viewed as a three-step process that begins with the encoding of information, followed by storage and later retrieval of fixed, stable memories. However, this view is incomplete. Retrieval is not a simple read-out process but an active process that can change the content and accessibility of memories [1, 2] . Of particular interest for educational practice is that prompting retrieval with practice-tests enhances the retention of to-be-learned information over time, as shown in studies on the so-called testing effect:"taking a test enhances later performance on the material relative to rereading it or to having no re-exposure at all" [3, p20] . Surprisingly, given the plethora of empirical studies demonstrating the testing effect (see Box 1), there is still limited knowledge of the specific neurocognitive mechanisms involved. In this review, we relate existing cognitive accounts of the testing 
